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Advancing Clinical Improvements for Patients

Using the Theory-Driven and Data-Driven

Branches of Computational Psychiatry

Thebrain is special: it computes.Which computations

thebrain is able toperform is determinedbothby its bi-

ology but also by the history of computations the brain

has performed. An inability by the brain to compute

adaptive solutions to the problems it faces can there-

fore give rise to mental illness both through mecha-

nisms akin to those in other areas of medicine, such as

cellular dysfunctions, but also through the conse-

quence of “ill-learning,” for instance, after traumatic

events. This line is blurry: illness can obviously give rise

to ill-learning and ill-learning to illness, eg, through sub-

stance abuse often seen after trauma.

Computational psychiatry is a young and dynamic

fieldwhose unique contributions are that it directly ad-

dresses the fundamental computational natureofbrain

functionand rendershighly complexdata andphenom-

ena tractable. It is a highly interdisciplinary field that

draws onmachine learning, neuroscience, psychology,

and psychiatry. In its theory-driven guise, it usesmath-

ematical and statistical methods to understand the

unmet computational needs underlying psychiatric

illnesses.1 This involves building formal models of spe-

cific processes at 3 partially independent levels of

analysis.2 The levels describe the nature of the compu-

tational problems the brain faces, the algorithm it

uses to solve them, and how the algorithms are imple-

mented. In itsdata-drivenform, itusesmathematicaland

statistical methods to identify clinically useful patterns

in complex, often high-dimensional, data sets.

This Viewpoint is part of a series on pragmatic evi-

dence-based psychiatry3 that arises from the tangible

disillusionment with the speed at which explanatory

advances in our understanding of the brain have been

translated intoclinical improvements forpatients.Here,

Iarguethatboththeory-drivenanddata-drivenbranches

of computational psychiatry can advance this prag-

matic agenda.

Strictly speaking, explanatory research in the sense

of theory and understanding is neither necessary nor

sufficient for treatment: pragmatic evidence-based

medicine is replete with treatments that are effective

but whose mechanisms of action remain unknown.

Paracetamol, clozapine, and electroconvulsive therapy

are but a few examples. However, the current diagnos-

tic conundrum is witness to the fact that the theory-

free evidence-based approach has not provided a fruit-

ful framework for the development of novel therapies.

While it correctly describes aspects of the correlational

structure of psychiatric symptoms and captures sever-

ity inaclinicallyusefulway, it confounds themultipleun-

derlying cognitive and neurobiological causes. As has

been recognized by the National Institute of Mental

HealthResearchDomainCriteria, adhering to this frame-

work impedes progress on identifying the causes of

mental illness and obscures targets for interventions.

Theory-driven explanatory computational modeling is

uniquely placed to carve the brain’s computational na-

ture at its joints, characterize relevant processes, and

identify targets for intervention. For instance, network

models of symptoms4 allow us to reconceptualize the

notion of latent classes, opening entirely new avenues

to target interventions.Other examples are the charac-

terization of cognitive processes to target with cogni-

tive modifications5 and of task-related neural activa-

tions to target throughneurostimulation, eg, theneural

arbitrators between different decision processes6 (see

also Viewpoint by Etkin7).

A specific tool from theory-driven computational

psychiatryworthmentioninghere is generativemodel-

ling. This produces simulated data sets that are akin to

the raw data obtained in an experiment. Several fea-

turesmakesuchsimulationsusefulpragmatic tools.First,

theyallowmeasurementofunobservedneural andcog-

nitive processes in unparalleled detail.8 Second, statis-

tically inverting thesemodels involves fitting theparam-

eters such that the generated data resemble that

observed. These parameters thereby function as suffi-

cient statistics, succinctlydescribing thedataandhence

measuringcomplexphenomena.Third,generativemod-

els increase robustness, reproducibility, and generaliz-

abilitybyallowing forquantitativeassessmentsofmodel

complexity through processes such as Bayesianmodel

comparison. A parsimonious generative model mostly

generates data similar to the observed data in the ex-

periment, irrespectiveof itsparameter settings.Amodel

that overfits only rarely produces such data, ie, only for

a narrow range of its parameters. Generativemodeling

is very unlike standard approaches to data analysis,

which involve focusing onoften very narrowaspects of

the data and applying general-purpose statistical tests

to these statistics. Because data can often be sliced in

manyways, suchpartial tests often imply very complex

models and overfitting, which will reduce replicability

and generalizability.

Machine learning provides powerful data-driven

tools todiscoverclinicallyusefulpatterns incomplexdata

sets.9Conceptually, it involves a shift in emphasis away

fromtestingdifferences in themeanofdistributions to-

wardpredicting individual outcomesaccurately.Clearly,

the latter has more translational potential. It is incum-

bent on the field to put these novel statistical ap-

proaches toworkonnovelandexistingdata.9Fromboth
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a pragmatic and ethical viewpoint, it appears imperative to at-

tempttopoolexistingclinical trialdata toexaminewhethermachine-

learning toolscoulddeliver treatment responsepredictionandtreat-

ment selection tools. One strength ofmachine-learning prediction

approaches is their agnostic nature; nearly any data will do. How-

ever, this strength canalsobea substantialweaknessbecause it un-

derpins the requirement for largedatasets. It canalso result inhighly

complex answers that are not transparent, and its data-hungry na-

ture poses important privacy problems. Theory-driven tools can

cometohelp:whentheparametersof theory-drivenmodelsare suf-

ficientstatistics, theycapture the fundamentalpatternsdrivingcom-

plex observations and therefore are an ideal dimensionality reduc-

tion tool that maymaximise the power of data-driven tools.1

However, even useful tools can be put to bad use, andmodel-

ing can raise interestingquestions that are irrelevant to clinical prac-

tice. To actually improve mental health, computational psychiatry

research has to hone in on the targets identified by patients, clini-

cians, and stakeholders.3 In addition, it has to focusonprovidingac-

tionable information. Thismeans that computational psychiatry in-

vestigations should probablymostly be performed in the setting of

clinical care and be related to specific interventions and individual

outcomes longitudinally inclinically relevantpopulations.Next, com-

putational psychiatry tools require substantial expertise. To ad-

dress this, publications should contain and report on themeasures

as complete packages (eg, task, protocols, models, and fitting rou-

tines). These complete packages could then bemoved forward by

subjecting them to robustness assessment and further evaluations

in a series of steps within a modified developmental pathway in-

spired by drug development.10

Finally, computational psychiatry also provides useful exper-

tise. First, mobile health, the increasing availability of sensors, and

neuroimaging and cognitive probes provide complex data sets. Lit-

eracy in mathematics, statistics, data analysis, and programming

will helppractitionersmake themostof these richdata sources. Sec-

ond, the process of actually buildingmodels, generating data from

them, fitting them to data, and comparing the data they generate

with real data is a useful intellectual process because it forces as-

sumptions to be made explicit and brings all their sometimes hid-

den and complex consequences to the fore.

Theory-driven approaches are necessary todiscover novel tar-

gets and interventions. They also provide measures and efficient

summaries of complex data, particularly through generative mod-

eling. Data-driven tools enable the extraction predictive relation-

ships between data and relevant outcomes. Their combination has

the potential to improve prognostic accuracy, treatment response

prediction, treatmentselection, repurposing,andmonitoring.There-

fore, both data-driven and theory-driven approaches have prag-

matic potential.
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